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Chapter 164 

In the office of the president of the county hospital, the president warmly sent Zhang Fan and Wei Wei 

out of the office. Wei Wei has explained Kang Hua's order. Since it is Kang Hua's order, the president of 

the county hospital doesn't care what level of Doctor Zhang Fan is. Most of the time, the order of the 

leader is greater than the law. 

 

Zhang Fan wanted to send Wei Wei to the government. He was on his way, but Wei Wei refused 

directly! Zhang Fanting wondered, "what quirks!" I didn't care. 

 

Oncology, there's a special patient. Patients with primary liver cancer, although the family conditions are 

general, he has a powerful relative. Although the officials of the CPPCC of catechin city have little rights, 

he can easily see the leaders of the municipal Party committee. 

 

And he was a little related to annal, so he was admitted to the oncology department. Although it is 

orthotopic liver cancer, the diameter of the tumor is not small, about five centimeters. The patient's 

name is AI Shanjiang. He is in his forties and drinks all year round. Although this tumor is not small in size 

and can be removed, its immortal space is in the middle of the liver and cancer thrombus has been 

formed. 

 

 

After reading it, the director of general surgery of the municipal hospital suggested surgical treatment. 

Because she was related to annal, annal, director of the oncology department, felt that experts should 

be invited for consultation, so she invited Professor Chang of the oncology hospital. 

 

 

This kind of operation should be the surgical decision of the municipal hospital, but people invited 

experts, and Zhao Quanping, director of the general foreign university, was hard to say, because the 

general foreign University invited experts from the Affiliated Hospital of Dida for liver cancer surgery, 

and never invited Professor Chang from the cancer hospital, because the director of the Affiliated 

Hospital of Dida was Zhao Quanping's teacher. 

 

 

When Zhang Fan arrived at the Department in the afternoon, he found that there were many people in 

the Department. Ouyang took the director of the medical department, a group of doctors from general 

surgery, hepatobiliary surgery and oncology department around the film viewing machine to discuss the 

condition. 

 

 

Generally, Ouyang won't come. First, she's not engaged in cancer, second, she's not engaged in general 

surgery, and third, she's the Dean, and she's rarely involved in a specific disease. 



 

Why are you here today? It's because this patient is too special. His relatives and officials are not big, 

but they can work in the CPPCC. The leadership of the municipal Party committee has instructed Ouyang 

several times to worry more. 

 

 

Zhang Fan stretched out his head and saw that the CT film was a liver cancer, and it was not small. At 

this time, he heard that Professor Chang began to get angry with Zhao Quanping and Zhao Jun, the 

director of hepatobiliary surgery, "how to do this operation? Such a large tumor is located in the middle 

and forms a tumor thrombus. How much liver tissue should be dug out? And a big blood vessel. How? 

You might as well transplant a liver! This operation is director Di Dapu. He doesn't dare to do it! 

Although you are a grass-roots hospital, you may not be a little more professional! " The tone was ironic. 

 

 

Generally, doctors who come to the acupoint are very polite to local doctors. After all, people are 

helping you make money, but why does Professor Chang hate Lao Zhao and them? The reason is that 

the municipal hospital has never invited an expert once. 

 

Professor Chang felt that he had no face. This time, he seized the opportunity without politeness. He 

didn't leave any face against Lao Zhao and the director of hepatobiliary surgery. In front of so many 

doctors, Shuangzhao was very embarrassed! 

 

 

Not to mention the director of general surgery and the director of liver and gallbladder, even Ouyang 

blushed with anger. If it hadn't been for Ouyang, these surgeons would have left. Although Professor 

Chang is a professor, he is not a professor who cares about these doctors! 

 

Ouyang was angry, but he still stood beside him with his teeth clenched and his face blue, and didn't 

speak. He was really angry! This is a direct humiliation. But no matter how angry she was, she had to 

bear it. The repeated instructions of the municipal Party committee leaders surrounded her ears. 

Ouyang also knew that as soon as she left, these surgeons would leave immediately! 

 

"I repeat, you remember, don't make such low-level mistakes in the future!" Professor Chang knew that 

it was impossible to invite him for tumor surgery in tea vegetable city in the future. He simply said he 

was happy at one time! I haven't invited him before. 

 

Why didn't the directors of the tea vegetable city hospital invite him? There are many reasons. The most 

important reason is that Professor Chang came from a college student of workers, peasants and soldiers. 

He likes to outline the following doctors, and is famous for his bad temper. So the tea vegetable city 

hospital never invited him. 

 

ANAR is a physician. I don't know what's inside. She studied in the cancer hospital, so she invited Lao 

Chang, Professor Chang! 



 

Lao often pointed and said impolitely. Lao Zhao couldn't help but look back at Ouyang's face and found 

that Ouyang's face was green. At this time, if you don't say a word, it is estimated that Ouyang can eat 

their two directors. 

 

"The operation of this kind of central tumor is not without precedent. All larger tumors have been 

successful, and some people have published papers. How can we make low-level mistakes and don't 

understand common sense?" Lao Zhao Ninja was angry and said. 

 

"Which paper was published by you? What level of hospital is it? What level of hospital are you? Your 

idea is wrong. You don't have a little sense of responsibility and take the patient as the test object! Is 

there still some professionalism of doctors? " Lao Chang got angry first! 

 

Because he hasn't done this kind of surgery, he hasn't done it in the largest cancer hospital in Frontier 

Province. How can the third class hospital in the region have done it, so he is angry. 

 

After spitting and touching his mouth, he continued, "do you know how many times people have done 

zoological experiments for this kind of operation? Do you have data? Did you observe it? " 

 

At this time, Ouyang spoke. As the Dean, she has a lot to consider. She has to take care of the pressure 

of her superiors and the emotions of her subordinates. If Professor Chang goes on, it is estimated that 

the two surgical directors of surgery will really leave. 

 

"Professor Chang, you mean how to treat this patient." 

 

"We are border hospitals, especially your grass-roots hospitals. Don't aim too high. Intervene in 

embolization. It is estimated that you don't have laser and refrigeration equipment. Embolization is your 

only way. If it were in our hospital, there would be more ways. " Old Chang said proudly. 

 

"How long does the patient survive after embolization?" Ouyang asked, gnashing his teeth. 

 

"This is not necessarily. It will take a little longer, maybe two or three years longer." 

 

The doctors of the municipal hospital present all looked bad. Professor Chang spoke too hard, but what 

could he do? He had a high technical level and spoke hard. Everyone had to listen. 

 

Ouyang can't be the master. He has to talk to his family and report to the leaders of the municipal Party 

committee. Ouyang took two deep breaths, suppressed his anger, squeezed out a smile at Professor 

Chang and said, "Professor Chang is in trouble today. Let's go to dinner first, and then you have a rest. If 

the family agrees, can you have an operation tomorrow?" 

 

"Sorry, I don't have time. Tomorrow I have to go to hospitals in other areas for surgery. I said you didn't 

even discuss whether to do surgery, so you invited me. Isn't this a waste of my time?" 

 



The audience was silent. No one took over. Professor Chang spoke too angrily and looked high. 

Moreover, it seems that doctors in regional hospitals are all wine bags. Even if it is to do interventional 

surgery, there are doctors in the municipal hospital who can do it. Ouyang has given him steps, but he 

just doesn't give face ~! 

 

"Interventional embolization is just a palliative operation, and the postoperative survival rate of patients 

is not high. Such a young patient should be completely eradicated. " Zhang Fan outside the crowd spoke, 

and he couldn't listen. 

 

The doctors in front are listening to the old spray. Everyone doesn't notice Zhang Fan. Now Zhang Fan is 

standing outside the crowd, and everyone turns around and looks at him. 

 

Ouyang almost broke out. Isn't this a challenge? The two directors of surgery stopped talking! Who 

made trouble in this place, turned his head to prepare for the exit, and swallowed what she had to say, 

because the person she saw was Zhang Fan! 

 

After several key operations, she was very fond of Zhang Fan, and she also knew that Zhang Fan was not 

a man of words. Before others spoke, Ouyang said in a low voice: "if you are sure, say it, and if you are 

not sure, go out!" This patient is too special! She is protecting the calf and Zhang Fan. 

 

Lao Chang looked at it and smiled angrily. The senior doctor of the municipal hospital made him 

speechless. It is estimated that a newly graduated student doll is talking nonsense here. After all, he is a 

professor. Even if he quarrels and swears, he won't target such a bold boy. It's too cheap! 

 

"President Ouyang, your three-level doctor system is not well implemented! Why don't I contact the 

medical department of our hospital and send someone to study and see how our big hospital is 

managed! " The tone was extremely sarcastic. 

 

Ouyang couldn't bear it. He wanted to speak. Zhang Fan took a step forward, gently pulled Ouyang's 

white coat, and then said to Professor Chang, "our dean's level doesn't need your evaluation. We'll talk 

when you become the dean. We are now discussing the patient's condition. The operation method 

mentioned by our director of general surgery is the best way at present. Just because you can't do it 

doesn't mean others can't do it! " 

 

"Bang!" Lao Chang is too lazy to deal with Zhang Fan! If the dean said that, he would spray it. As for 

Zhang Fan, he ignored it directly“ If you don't have interventional surgery, settle the consultation fee 

and book a plane ticket for me, I'll leave now. " 

 

"Interventional surgery, that is, you do it. We do complete eradication." Zhang Fan said. 

 

The director of general foreign affairs turned to look at Zhang Fan and didn't speak. Now even if Zhang 

Fan said anything, he would support it. The big deal is to go to di University and invite another 

professor! 

 



"President Ouyang, do you need me to call your superior leaders now? The management of a third class 

hospital in an area is so chaotic." As a professor of provincial hospitals, it is not uncommon for Lao 

Chang to know several regional leaders. 

 

"It's your business whether you call or not, but we'll use eradication for this operation! And what's the 

matter with the regional hospital? Do the doctors in the regional hospital have to be worse than you? 

Not necessarily? " If Zhang Fan doesn't hate the hospital, he hates his technology. 

 

This really angered Lao Chang, "are you a doctor in that department? Do you have a practicing doctor 

certificate? Can you understand this CT? This is the hospital, not the food market at the door. Nonsense 

comes at a price. Do you understand! How did you teach you? " 

 

Zhang Fan thought of a famous saying, "you're not from the Health Bureau. Can you manage it?" 

 


